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ABOUT QUEER CYPRUS ASSOCIATION:
Queer Cyprus is a civil society movement which was initiated in 2008 as “Initiative Against
Homophobia”, with the goal of changing discriminatory local legislation and forming public opinion
about Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Trans and Intersex rights in the northern part of Cyprus.
The association, which continued as Queer Cyprus as of 2012 with the legal amendment, strives
for a world in which individuals are not discriminated on the grounds of language, religion, colour,
race, sexual orientation, gender identity, gender expression, age and ethnicity. Therefore, Queer
Cyprus embraces diversity and puts up a feminist, antimilitarist, ecologist and veganist struggle
against all forms of control mechanisms.

ABOUT THE DIVERSITY OF COLOURS PROJECT:
For a Cyprus in which all colours including lesbian, gay, bisexual, trans, intersex and more (LGBTI+)
can co-exist: The Diversity of Colours Project!
The objective of this project is to ensure LGBTI+’s access to human rights and eliminate discrimination
in the northern part of Cyprus. The Diversity of Colors Project, which started in December 2018 and
will continue for three years, is funded by the European Union under the Cypriot Civil Society in
Action VI Grant Scheme and implemented by the Queer Cyprus Association.
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PREFACE:
It is important for persons of all sexual orientations, gender identities and gender expressions
including lesbian, gay, bisexual, trans, intersex and beyond to have equal access to human rights.
The press plays an important role while struggling for LGBTI+ creating social awareness, forming
public opinion, and making authorities take action to end discrimination in order to ensure a fair
and equal world for everyone. As Queer Cyprus Association, we have succeeded in raising the
awareness of press employees on LGBTI+ issues with the Unspoken Project implemented with
CCMC and Thomson Foundation. Roundtable meetings were held with editors and trainings were
given to journalists. In addition, at the end of the project, we published a two-year (2015-2017)
Media Monitoring Report and LGBTI Focused News Writing Guide for Media Workers. Social
awareness and transformation are time-consuming processes, but we can see that the language
of the press has transformed and LGBTI+ inclusive news is increasing in return for our efforts on
this long journey. As part of the Diversity of Colours Project that we started in December 2018,
we monitored 2 print and 3 online newspapers for a year since 12 June 2019 and we are proud
to share the results with you. We would like to thank Ziba Sertbay, who contributed greatly by
reading newspapers on a daily basis, organizing and compiling monthly reports and forming the
annual report you hold today, and Faika Deniz Paşa and Yetin Arslan who contributed to the more
comprehensive and in-depth analysis of the data. We believe in the transformative power of the
press, and while preparing these reports, we question not only the current situation, but also how
to do more inclusive and human rights-sensitive reporting. We would like to remind you that even a
single negative news article can cause permanent damage to LGBTI+ people and lead to violations
of rights in many areas. I hope you have a fun and instructive reading.
Diversity of Colours Project Team
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INTRODUCTION:
The first Media Monitoring Report prepared within the scope of the Diversity of Colours Project
covers a one-year period from June 2019 to May 2020.
This report is a follow-up to the 2015-2016-2017 Media Monitoring Report prepared within the scope
of the Unspoken Project, which was previously funded by the European Union and implemented
by the Cyprus Community Media Centre (CCMC) in partnership with the Queer Cyprus Association
and Thomson Foundation.
Within the scope of the Unspoken Project, two print newspapers, Kıbrıs and Yenidüzen, and two
online newspapers, Gündem Kıbrıs and Kıbrıs Postası, were being monitored due to high circulations
and to provide diverse channels. Considering the importance of alternative media in the project
orientation meetings organized within the scope of the Diversity of Colours Project, Gazedda Kıbrıs
was added to the online newspapers. In the report covering the years 2015, 2016 and 2017, it was
seen that most of the positive news were press releases prepared by the Queer Cyprus Association
and/or stakeholder associations, and the number of original positive news was very limited. For
this reason, two basic categories in the Unspoken Project, positive and negative, were changed
and the categories were updated as positive, negative and press releases. Press releases were also
evaluated as positive and negative within themselves.
Within the scope of the Diversity of Colours Project, 16 keywords in the Unspoken Project were
increased to 24 in order to ensure inclusivity. The words added were “homosexual”, “homophobia”,
“biphobia”, “transphobia”, “heterosexism” and “heteronormativity”. “Homosexual” was added
to the keywords, because it has been seen in news searches that the term “homosexual” can still
be used instead of the term “gay”, “Homophobia”, “biphobia”, “transphobia”, “heterosexism”
and “heteronormativity” have been added because these words are now included in journalists’
vocabulary without specifying gender identity and/or sexual identity.
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MONITORED NEWSPAPER CHANNELS:
Print and Online.

NEWSPAPERS:

Kıbrıs, Yenidüzen, Gazedda Kıbrıs, Gündem Kıbrıs and Kıbrıs Postası.

KEYWORDS:

Turkish: “gey”, “gay”, “lezbiyen”, “transeksüel”, “transseksüel”, “travesti”, “eşcinsel”,
“homoseksüel”, “biseksüel”, “interseks”, “ibne”, “kuir”, “queer”, “cinsel yönelim”, “cinsel tercih”,
“cinsel kimlik”, “cinsiyet kimliği”, “LGBTİ”, “homofobi”, “bifobi”, “transfobi”, “heteronormativite”,
“heteroseksizm”
English: “gay”, “lesbian”, “transexual”, “transvestite”, “homosexual”, “bisexual”, “intersex”,
“faggot”, “queer”, “sexual orientation”, “sexual preference”, “sexual identity”, “gender identity”,
“LGBTI”, “homophobia”, “biphobia”, “transphobia”, “heteronormativity”, “heterosexism”

CATEGORIES:

• POSITIVE (P)

• News that is sensitive and respectful to human rights
• News containing the opinions of individuals or experts on the subject

• NEGATIVE (N)

• News containing hate speech and/or discriminatory language
• News containing common stereotypes and/or incriminating news
• News where images and/or content are derogatory and/or foster prejudice

• PRESS RELEASES (BB)

• News announcing press releases or activities regarding Queer Cyprus
• News announcing press releases or activities associated with relevant Civil
Society Organizations
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NEWSPAPERS and CONTENT CATEGORIES:
Every newspaper followed has its own categories with a unique nature of subtitles. These categories
are often used to indicate the general theme of the content. In the newspapers scanned in this
report, generally, reporting was made in the light of questions such as; “In which categories does
LGBTI+ representation exist?”, “Do newspapers include LGBTI+ representation in each category?”,
“How many positive and negative news are there in the categories that include representation?”.
Gazedda Kıbrıs:
Categories: Gazeddablog, Gazeddapod, Gazedda’s Agenda, Gazedda Ecology, Gazedda Life,
Cyprus Problem, World News, Special News, Political Economy, and Coronavirus.
Tags: Book Life, Commentary, Analysis, Interview and Contemporary.
Gündem Kıbrıs:
Cyprus, World, Greek Press, Turkey, Health, Technology, Sports, Magazine, Culture-Art
Kıbrıs Postası:
Survey, 24 Hours, Society, Education, Health, Economics & Finance, Culture-Art, Tourism, Real
Estate, Personal Care, Sports, Coronavirus.
Yenidüzen:
Special News, News, News Extra, Comment/Interview, Series of Articles, Sports, Adres (Newspaper
Supplement).
Kıbrıs Gazetesi:
News, Economy, Agenda, Culture-Art, Speaker’s Corner, Turkey, World, Sports, Interview and Ekran
(Newspaper Supplement).
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GENERAL NOTES ON 1-YEAR REPORTING:
The report was systematically monitored and summarized in the following form, in accordance with
the above-mentioned criteria. In this section, the notes observed in newspapers during the 1-year
period and deemed important for LGBTI+ representation and advocacy will be shared.
First of all, there are 203 press releases and they make up the majority with 51%. When the papers
were evaluated based on category, it was seen that they were generally categorized according
to their content such as “Domestic News”, “Cyprus”, “Society”, “Culture-Art”, “Education”.
Since there is no variation for press releases as in the positive and negative news, this part was not
mentioned in the monthly summaries. It should also be noted that none of these press releases,
which were published without changing the content, contained any negative content.
Considering the categories of positive and negative news, LGBTI+ representation was included in
various categories throughout the year, while LGBTI+ representation was not encountered in the
categories of “Sports”, “Economy”, “Cyprus Problem”, “Tourism”, “Real Estate” and “Personal
Care”.
On the other hand, when the photos in the published news were evaluated, it was seen that while
the photographs or pre-designed visuals specific to the event were used in the domestic news and
press releases, in world news visuals and photographs specific to the campaigns or rainbow images
were used in the foreground. In addition, it was observed that some newspapers still included clearly
visible photographs of people in news on transgressive acts, despite mentioning sexual orientation
and gender identity. At this point, it should be reminded again that even after the conviction, if the
sexual orientation of the person is specified, this concerns private life of the person according to
human rights, and such posts violate the right to privacy.
Another important observation is that negative news in the monitored newspapers was at the lowest
percentage for the whole year, and Gazedda Kıbrıs did not publish any negative news. In addition,
no negative news was encountered in any newspapers in March and May.
May was the month with the most positive news of the year and the majority of these news were
published by Gazedda Kıbrıs.
When the news sources are examined, it is observed that the vast majority of the sources were world
newspapers immediately followed by Turkish newspapers. Articles specific to our geography by local
journalists and columnists followed World and Turkey newspapers. While it has not been overlooked
that there was an increase in recent months, it has been observed that the amount is not that much
in general. It has been observed that local politicians do not produce discourse regarding LGBTI+
specific issues and are not a source for the news, and finally, the local psychologists, sociologists
and doctors, who can be called experts on the subject, do not create many positive sources, but on
the contrary, doctors and psychologists are sources of heteronormative articles in negative or extra
news.
On the other hand, there are no original and positive LGBTI+ representation in Gündem Kıbrıs
Newspaper, apart from Serhat İncirli’s columns, while the majority of the existing news are under the
world and magazine categories, and the rest are press releases from Queer Cyprus or other NGOs.
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JUNE 2019 – MAY 2020
A total of 400 news articles covered LGBTI+ issues in newspapers monitored between June 2019
and May 2020. 173 of these news items were evaluated as positive news, 203 as press releases and
24 as negative news.

COMPARISON BETWEEN YEARS
As mentioned in the introduction, this report is a follow-up to the 2015-2016-2017 Media Monitoring
Report prepared within the scope of the Unspoken Project, which was previously funded by the
European Union and implemented by the Cyprus Community Media Centre (CCMC) in partnership
with the Queer Cyprus Association and Thomson Foundation. For this reason, in this report, the
difference between the years has been analyzed with reference to the previous report.
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NOVEMBER 2015 – NOVEMBER 2016
In the previous report, a total of 400 news articles covered LGBTI+ issues in newspapers monitored
between November 2015 and October 2016. 219 of these news items were evaluated as positive
news, 118 as press releases and 22 as negative news.

NOVEMBER 2016 – NOVEMBER 2017
In the previous report, a total of 311 news articles covered LGBTI+ issues in newspapers monitored
between November 2015 and October 2016. 154 of these news items were evaluated as positive
news, 131 as press releases and 26 as negative news.
In an overall assessment for percentages of all years, the first noticeable point was a systematic
increase in press releases. This shows that the number of LGBTI+ based papers published by Queer
Cyprus and other Civil Society Organizations in the northern part of Cyprus is increasing every year.
Lastly, while it was noteworthy that there was LGBTI+ content in more news in 2019-2020 compared
to previous years, when looking at the details, as stated before, this increase was mostly in press
releases without changing the content, and there was a decrease in positive news, which are
described as original news of journalists.
As Queer Cyprus Association, although there is a general increase and a significant improvement in
qualitative content, we demand and hope that newspapers will publish more original content.
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JUNE 2019
In newspapers monitored from June 2019, a total of 35 news articles contained LGBTI+ issues. Of
these, 11 were evaluated as positive news, 21 as press releases and 3 as negative news.
Among the newspapers monitored online, Gazedda Kıbrıs (GK) published 5 positive news, 6 press
releases and no negative news. While 1 positive news and 5 press releases were published in Kıbrıs
Postası (KP), no negative news was encountered. Gündem Kıbrıs (GN) published 1 negative news, 4
press releases and no positive news.
While 3 positive news and 4 press releases were published by Yenidüzen (YD) from the monitored
print newspapers, no negative news was encountered. In Kıbrıs Gazetesi (KG), 2 positive news, 2
press releases and 2 negative news were published.
Press Releases:
As can be seen in the percentages, while there were mostly press releases in the newspapers in
June, all of these press releases were evaluated positively. While the source of the press releases was
Civil Society Organizations, including Queer Cyprus Association, 8 of them were announcements
of Queer Cyprus’ activities, and 13 of them were announcements of press releases and/or activities
related to the relevant non-governmental organizations.
Positive News:
Of the 11 positive news in total, 6 were considered to be sensitive and respectful to human rights, and
5 were considered to include the opinions of individuals or experts on the subject. When analyzed
by categories of published news, “World” (5), “Internal News” (3), and “Turkey” (1) comprised
the 3 categories in total, together with the “Book Life” (1) tag. Moreover, when news sources are
examined, the sources of these news were Turkey and world newspapers, local journalists, politicians,
representatives of Civil Society Organizations and agents of the subjects.
Negative News:
Of the remaining 3 negative news, 1 was evaluated as news containing stereotypes, and 2 were
considered as news containing both stereotypes and fostering prejudice. When the categories of
news were examined, the news took place in 3 categories which consist of “Magazine”, “Columns”
and “World”. Also, when news sources are examined, the sources of these news were Turkey and
world newspapers and local journalists.
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NOTABLE NEWS IN JUNE:
1) The news article titled “Çeler: They satisfy themselves through social media”, which was
published by Kıbrıs Postası on June 18, 2019, was included under the category of positive
news due to its use of language which was sensitive and respectful to human rights.
responsible for Labour and Social Security, who participated in the “Sabahın Haberleri” program
published on Kıbrıs Postası TV, produced and presented
by Canan Onurer, talked about the situation after the
breakdown of the “coalition” established in partnership
of Republican Turkish Party (CTP), Democrat Party (DP),
Communal Democracy Party (TDP) and People’s Party
(HP).
Particularly noteworthy in this report were the words
of Çeler in the subtitle “IT IS TO DO JUSTICE FOR
LABOUR WHICH IS IMPORTANT FOR ME”. While
Çeler stated that his works related to change labour ‘law’ were left unfinished, he added that the
important thing for him is to do justice to labour;
“What matters to me is not the country from which people come from, what language, religion,
race and sexual orientation they have, but them being human beings. Workers are workers. The
important thing for me is to do justice to labour”.
The source of the news was a local politician, and although the subject is not specific to LGBTI+,
including LGBTI+ within the interview showcases an example of positive representation which places
this news article as noteworthy.
2) The news article titled “We Want a Disarmed Island “, published by Yenidüzen on June
27, 2019, was evaluated as positive news because it included the opinions of individuals or
experts on the subject.
Throughout the article, conscientious objectors Asil
Yahi, Erman Dolmacı, Murat Kanatlı and Mustafa Mulla
assessed the shortening of the duration of military
service in Turkey and expressed their views on general
topics.
Conscientious objector Erman Dolmacı’s criticism of
the military system from the perspective of the LGBTI+
struggle was included within the news article. It was among the noteworthy news articles as the
source of the news was an agent of the subject, it contained intersectionality in the struggle for
LGBTI+ human rights and creates a positive representation for the LGBTI+ struggle.
“Considering that a uniform male model is recruited and presented as the healthiest and
strongest person; gay, bisexual, trans people are either excluded from the military system or
are subjected to various oppression and marginalization even if they have become soldiers by
hiding their identities. As a conscientious objector, I think that the military system has a sexist,
homophobic and marginalizing hierarchical structure and this is problematic.”
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3) The news article titled “Apparently men can date men, women can date women...” which
was published by Kıbrıs Gazetesi on June 29, 2019, and written by Hasan Hastürer was
included in the negative news category because it contains both stereotypes and prejudices.
Throughout the article, negative reaction of a family and personal comments of Hasan Hastürer
regarding the fact that the 8-year-old grandson of a family living in England is told about sexuality
at school and the child transferred this information to his family.
As stated in the interpretation of previous news this month, the use of the phrase “preference”
fosters stereotypes. Another striking detail is that Hastürer’s interpretation has similar qualities,
following the sentence of the person who is presented as the grandfather of the family, which fosters
both stereotypes and prejudices.
“In this context, I said that I respect sexual differences, but I have trouble forming an opinion
that it should be normalized to the extent that trying this is encouraged.”
Here emerges the understanding that by explaining what different sexual orientations are in schools,
children are encouraged to try, and this argument has no scientific basis.
Finally, they claim that there is no scientific research regarding at what age subjects related to LGBTI+
should be taught. However, although there are many studies on this subject, the general opinion on
this subject is that subjects related to LGBTI+ should be addressed not as a separate title or course,
but within subject-based diversity. For example, while teaching the definition of family in primary
schools, it can be taught that there can be diversity in the family, and it does not have to be taught
only as a “unit consisting of mother, father and children”.
This news was among the notable news because it was written by a journalist who is a regular
columnist for Kıbrıs Gazetesi; it contains negative content as mentioned above, and it sets an
example for the negative representation of LGBTI+ people.
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JULY 2019
In July, 22 news stories included LGBTI+ issues. 9 of these news were evaluated as positive news
and 13 as press releases. No negative news was encountered in July.
While Gazedda Kıbrıs (GK) published 3 positive news and 3 press releases among the newspapers
monitored online, no negative news was encountered. While 2 positive news and 4 press releases
were published in Kıbrıs Postası (KP), no negative news was encountered. No news related to LGBTI+
was published by Gündem Kıbrıs (GN).
While 2 positive news and 3 press releases were published by Yenidüzen (YD) from the monitored
print newspapers, no negative news was encountered. While 2 positive news and 3 press releases
were published in Kıbrıs (KG), no negative news was encountered.
Press Releases:
As seen in the percentages, while the majority of articles were press releases in July, all of these
press releases were evaluated positively. While the source of the press releases were Civil Society
Organizations, including the Queer Cyprus Association, 9 of them had the characteristics of news
announcing the activities of Queer Cyprus, and 4 of them were announcements of press releases
and/or activities related to the relevant non-governmental organizations.
Positive News:
Of the 10 positive news in total, 8 were considered to be sensitive and respectful to human rights, and
2 were considered to include the opinions of individuals or experts on the subject. When analyzed
by categories of published news, “Gazedda’s Agenda” (1), “Politics” (1), “South Cyprus” (1), “News
Extra” (1), “News” (1), “World” (1), and “Turkey” (2) comprised the 7 categories in total, together
with “Actual”, “Analysis Comment”, “World” and “Interview” tags. Moreover, when news sources
are examined, the sources of these news were Turkey and world newspapers, local journalists,
politicians, representatives of Civil Society Organizations and agents of the subjects.
Negative News:
As stated above, no negative news was encountered this July.
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NOTABLE NEWS IN JULY:

1) The news titled “Police Intervention to LGBTI+ Pride Parade in Istanbul”, published by
Yenidüzen on July 1, 2019, was evaluated as positive news because it included the opinions
of individuals or experts on the subject.
In the details of the news, it is mentioned that the Istanbul
LGBTI+ Pride Week Committee convened on Istiklal Caddesi
Mis Sokak and made a press statement and the police
intervened with tear gas after the press statement. In addition,
a part of the committee’s press statement is included.
“We are stubbornly telling those who try to make us look
like a “lost, hesitant” group by shutting their ears to the
demands of LGBTI+: We are determined in our struggle and
we know very well what we want.”
This was the first notable news of the month in terms of including
the statements of the relevant agents in the news, taking the
representation of LGBTI+ from a rights-based position, giving
a full page to the news, and including many frames from the
parade on the page.
2) The news titled “Colourful sky, black minds”, which was published by Yenidüzen on July 12,
2019, was another notable news of the month and it was included under the category of
positive news due to its use of sensitive and respectful to human rights language.
In the news written by Meltem Sonay, the post shared by the
Young Mujahideen Association (GMD) was criticized in detail.
Sonay, after first talking about how she interpreted this when
she saw the flag inside the walled city, drew attention to the
hate speech in GMD’s post. She also stated that this act should
be punished, citing the Mesarya Women’s Initiative’s statement
on the subject as a reference. Including the reason why the
flags were hung in her article, Sonay ended her report with a
positive message.
“Should be considered in the context of hate crimes”
“As emphasized by the Initiative, ‘hate crime’ clearly
committed with this post should not go unpunished”
“But what put one’s mind at rest is that even though some
try to obscure, with racist, discriminatory and marginalizing
discourses what they are trying to beautify with their colours.
Others will be here until the minds are coloured!..”
This news is the second notable news of July, as Sonay transformed the negative into positive
by examining a post shared on social media that can be seen as an example for the negative
representation of LGBTI+ people with a rights-based approach. The journalist provided information
from the relevant ‘law’ and the newspaper covered the news on a full page.
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AUGUST 2019

In August, 26 news stories covered LGBTI+ issues. Of these news articles in newspapers monitored
in online and print media, 17 were classified as positive, 6 as press releases, and 3 as negative news.
While Gazedda Kıbrıs (GK) published 9 positive news and 2 press releases among the newspapers
monitored online, no negative news was encountered. While 2 press releases and 1 negative news
were published in Kıbrıs Postası (KP), no positive news was encountered. While 2 negative news
were published by Gündem Kıbrıs (GN), no press release or positive news was encountered in this
newspaper.
While 4 positive news and 1 press release were published by Yenidüzen (YD) among the monitored
print newspapers, no negative news was found in this newspaper. While 4 positive news and 1 press
release were published in Kıbrıs Gazetesi (KG), no negative news was encountered.
Press Releases:
All of the press releases, which were 6 in total, were evaluated as positive. While the source of all
press releases was the Queer Cyprus Association, all of them were news articles announcing the
relevant press releases and activities of Queer Cyprus.
Positive News:
Considering the percentages of the month of August, unlike the first two months in which the
monitoring started, it is seen that the positive news are the majority this month. Of the 17 positive news
in total, 12 were considered to be sensitive and respectful to human rights, and 5 were considered
to include the opinions of individuals or experts on the subject. When analyzed by categories of
published news, “Politics” (1), “Gazeddablog” (5), “Ecology” (1), “World” (4), “Turkey” (1), “Column”
(1) and “Cinema (Screen)” (1) comprised the 7 categories in total, together with “Actual”, “Analysis
Comment”, and “World” tags. Moreover, when news sources are examined, the sources of these
news articles were Turkey and world newspapers, local and foreign writers, journalists and agents of
the subjects.
Negative News:
Of the remaining 3 negative news, 1 was evaluated as news containing discriminatory language,
and 2 as news containing stereotypes and incriminating content. When the categories of news were
examined, they are placed in two categories, namely “World” (2) and “Internal news” (1). Moreover,
when news sources are examined, the sources of these news were Turkey and world newspapers
and politicians.
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NOTABLE NEWS IN AUGUST:

1) The news article titled “Investigating homophobic nun in the south of Cyprus”, published
by Gazedda Kıbrıs on August 5, 2019, was evaluated as positive news because it included the
opinions of individuals or experts on the subject.
In the details of the news, the statement made
by the priest Neophytos, the criticism of the
government, the President’s advisor on minorities
and social diversity and activists were mentioned.
It was also mentioned that the statements of the
priest will be investigated before the law.
“During the sermons of the priest Neophytos,
said “if pregnant women have sexual
intercourse, the child will be gay” and “gay men
can be distinguished by their smell”.”
“Kostas Gavrielides, the president’s advisor on minorities and social diversity, said that the
priest’s discourse lacked any scientific basis, and that his arguments increased hatred towards
gays and their families.”
This news was the second notable news of August, as it brought up a discourse that can be seen as
an example for negative representation of LGBTIs, and transformed the negative into positive by
examining it with a rights-based approach and included the opinions of the subjects in the content
of the news.
2) The news article titled “The first crime committed in space!”, which was published in
Gündem Kıbrıs on August 25, 2019, was put under the category of negative news because it
contains stereotypical judgments and incriminates people.
It was investigated in the details of the news that while a couple was in the process of divorce, one
of the spouses entered the bank account of the other without permission and an investigation was
initiated against the party who committed it. The point that is described as negative in the news is
that it underlines the fact that the couple is a lesbian couple. In this article, there is discriminatory
language that focuses on heterosexuality and written with a heterosexist perspective. On the other
hand, although there is no connection between the subject or the behavior brought to the court and
the sexual orientation of the person, expressing it in this way can lead to the fostering of stereotypes
and criminalization of same-sex couples. The news is an example of negative representation of
LGBTI+ in the media. In addition, the clear names and clearly visible photographs of the people
in the news, without being convicted, violate the right to privacy. Similarly, considering the human
rights standards, even if the person is convicted, since the sexual orientation of the person falls
within the scope of private life, publishing this with the photograph and name is a violation of the
right to privacy.
“Although McClain insists that she did not do anything wrong, NASA initiated an investigation
after Worden’s complaint to the Federal Trade Commission. McClain married Worden, an Air
Force officer, in 2014. The lesbian couple’s divorce case is expected to be finalized next month.”
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SEPTEMBER 2019
In September, 48 articles covered LGBTI+ issues. Of these news articles in online and print
newspapers, 17 were classified as positive news, 27 as press releases and 4 as negative news.
While Gazedda Kıbrıs (GK) published 4 positive news and 5 press releases among the newspapers
monitored online, no negative news was encountered. In Kıbrıs Postası (KP), 7 positive news, 7 press
releases and 1 negative news were published. Gündem Kıbrıs (GN) published 2 positive news, 2
negative news and 5 press releases.
Of the monitored print newspapers, Yenidüzen (YD) published 4 positive news, 1 negative news and
6 press releases. While 4 press releases were published in Kıbrıs Gazetesi (KG), there was no positive
or negative news.
Press Releases:
When the September percentages are evaluated, it is seen that the press releases, which are 27 in
total, constitute the majority and all of these press releases were evaluated as positive. While the
source of the press releases were Civil Society Organizations, including Queer Cyprus Association,
24 of them were news reports about the press releases or activities related to Queer Cyprus, and 3 of
them were news that announced the press releases and/or activities of relevant non-governmental
organizations.
Positive News:
Of the 17 positive news items in total, 10 were considered to be sensitive and respectful to human
rights, and 7 were considered as news that included the opinions of individuals or experts on the
subject. When analyzed by categories of published news, “Magazine” (2), “World” (7), “Society” (1),
“Local News” (1), “Column” (1), “Article Series” (1) comprised the 6 categories in total. The labels
used in Gazedda Kıbrıs were “Actual”, “Human”, “Life” and “Art”. Moreover, when news sources
are examined, the sources of these news were Turkey and world newspapers, local and foreign
writers, journalists and agents of the subjects.
Negative News:
All four of the remaining 4 negative news were evaluated as both news containing discriminatory
language and news containing stereotypes and incriminating. When the categories of news are
examined, the news took place in two categories, namely “Cyprus” (2) and “News” (2). In addition,
the sources of the news were local journalists.
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NOTABLE NEWS IN SEPTEMBER:

1) The news article titled “There is no such thing as a gay gene “, published by Gündem Kıbrıs
on September 3, 2019, was evaluated as positive news because it included the opinions of
individuals or experts on the subject.
The details of the news, include a variety of scientific information such as genetic researches made
by US scientists and their analysis of a sample of 500.000, the fact that the assumed gene does not
exist and that genetic variations have a significant effect on sexuality. This categorizes the news as
positive.
“Andrea Ganna, a biologist at the Institute of Molecular Medicine in Finland, one of the leading
names in the study, said, “In the numerous studies we have done, we have encountered 5
genetic variables that are caused by sexual tendency genes.”
Although the news is generally evaluated positively, another element that draws attention
are prejudiced sentences that have not been proven to be correct in past studies, such as the
relationship between sexual orientation and upbringing and personality, included in this article as if
they were written in the original article. For this reason, the news was included among the negative
as stereotyping news. Finally, the use of “man of science” instead of “scientist” in the first sentence
of the news was also evaluated as sexist language.
“In the study, which is considered to be one of the largest researches in this field, it was
determined that sexual orientation is more related to upbringing and personality than genes.”
This news was one of the notable news as it shows how important the written language is, even
though it was not written with bad intentions, stereotypical journalism can have a negative impact
on LGBTI+ representation.
3) The news article published in Gündem Kıbrıs on September 5, 2019 with the headline “The
Prostitution Boss Sent to Prison” and on September 6, 2019 by Yenidüzen with the headline
“4 months in prison” were included under the heading of negative news because they were
both news items containing stereotypes, incriminating content, and discriminatory language.
The news gives information about a person who will be prosecuted for encouraging three women to
have sexual relations with men in Kyrenia and about the judicial process. Two separate details draw
attention in the content of the news. First of all, during the “court”, the defendant’s sexual orientation
was stated by the defendant’s lawyer and that it would be inconvenient to be sent to the prison due
to the possibility of homophobic attacks in prison. Although in the northern part of Cyprus generally
“courts” are open to the press, it is the journalist’s own decision how to summarize the “court”.
Here, the information on sexual orientation presented for security purposes “in court” without the
permission of the person is announced to thecommunity by the journalist and the right to privacy
is violated. The statement of a person’s sexual orientation “in court” through their lawyer may not
mean that they want to announce it to the whole community through the press. Coming out is a
right, but disclosure is a crime. On the other hand, another noteworthy detail was the use of “sexual
preference” in Judge Meltem Dündar’s statement. Here, Judge Dündar’s words were not stated in
quotation marks and summarized by the journalist. At this point, the language of the journalist comes
into play, and using preference instead of sexual orientation is discriminatory language. Being gay,
bisexual, heterosexual is not a preference but an orientation. Finally, considering the human rights
standards, since the sexual orientation of the person falls within the scope of private life, publishing
this with a photograph and name is a violation of the right to privacy.
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“Dündar also stated that the defendant’s lawyer requested that their client was gay and
requested not to be sent to prison. Dündar stated that she did not find it fair to apply a
different practice while punishing the accused due to her sexual preference.”
This news was another notable news of the month because it showed the negative representation
of LGBTI+ in the media on many issues.
4) A story of disappearance, written by Sevgül Uludağ as “A Young Singer Who Was Beaten:
Behiç Gökay” in Yenidüzen on September 9, attracted attention by many people and Uludağ
published this news article as a series of articles on the subject. Following this news, both Neşe
Yaşın and Mete Hatay wrote articles about Behiç Gökay. These articles were also featured
in Gazedda Kıbrıs with the following headings: “Neşe Yaşın wrote about Behiç Gökay: A
Cypriot queer” and “Who was Behiç Gökay who was beaten by TMT? - Mete Hatay”. These
news were among the positive news because they were sensitive and respectful to human
rights.
Neşe Yaşın and Mete Hatay explained on their
social media accounts, Behiç Gökay’s life, how
they were recognized as a person by their circle
of people and how they were beaten by “TMT”
members for refusing to fight. Gazedda Kıbrıs
reported these shared posts under the title
of “Actual, Human, Life”. In her article, Yaşın
mentions Behiç Gökay as “my queer hero”, while
Hatay says about Gökay, “I knew the name Behiç
Gökay, I can still hear their voice “
“My queer hero is Behiç Gökay.”
“The story of Behiç Gökay, who was beaten, marginalized, isolated and whose image was lost
after their death. The only consolation is that the villagers, whom we had the opportunity to
speak, talk about Behiç with great love and respect and always remember them well.”
It is very important in terms of the representation and visibility of LGBTI+ people, that the persecution
of LGBTI+ people is mentioned in a series of articles, local writers share this issue and a local
newspaper transforms these posts into news.
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OCTOBER 2019
In October, 31 news stories covered LGBTI+ issues. 7 of these news in online and print newspapers
were classified as positive, 19 as press releases, and 5 as negative news.
While Gazedda Kıbrıs (GK) published 3 positive news and 4 press releases among the newspapers
monitored online, no negative news was found. In Kıbrıs Postası (KP), 2 positive news, 1 negative
news, and 6 press releases were published. On the other hand, Gündem Kıbrıs (GN) published
1 positive news, 1 negative news and 1 press release. Among the monitored newspapers: While
Yenidüzen (YD) published 2 negative news and 3 press releases, no positive news was found in this
newspaper. On the other hand, In Kıbrıs Gazetesi (KG), 1 positive news, 1 negative news and 5 press
releases were published.
Press Releases:
When the October percentages are evaluated, it is seen that press releases constitute the majority,
which were 19 in total, and all of these press releases were evaluated as positive. While the source
of the press releases was Civil Society Organizations, including Queer Cyprus Association, 15 were
news reports about the press releases or activities related to Queer Cyprus, and 4 were news reports
about the relevant non-governmental organizations and/or activities.
Positive News:
There are 7 positive news, almost equal to negative news, 5 of which are sensitive and respectful to
human rights, and 2 of which include the opinions of individuals or experts on the subject. When
analyzed by categories of published news, “World” (2), “Gazeddapod” (1), “Nicosia” (1), and
“Column” (1) comprised the 4 categories in total, together with “Actual”, “Culture”, and “Life”
tags. Moreover, when news sources are examined, the sources of these news were local writers as
well as world newspapers.
Negative News:
All of the remaining 5 negative news were considered to be incriminating and containing stereotypes,
and 1 was also considered to be derogatory and/or prejudiced. When the categories of the news
are examined, the news took place in 4 categories in total as “Greek Press” (1), “Southern Cyprus”
(1), “News” (2), and “Interview”. Also, when the news sources were examined, the sources of these
news were local agencies and doctors.
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NOTABLE NEWS IN OCTOBER:

1) The news article published on October 5, 2019, with the titles “6 years in prison for
the woman who helped the Greek and Turkish Cypriot same-sex couple to adopt a child
illegally” in Gündem Kıbrıs and Kıbrıs Postası, “6 years imprisonment for a Filipino woman”
in Yenidüzen, and “It is estimated that the gay couple fled abroad via the northern part
of Cyprus” in Kıbrıs included in the negative category due to their nature of containing
stereotypes and incrimination.
When we look at the overall report, it refers to the illegal adoption of a couple in the Republic of
Cyprus and the situation of a person who helped this act, while engaging in other illegal acts. As we
mentioned in the previous months, the illegal incident here is not an event that occurred due to the
sexual orientation, gender, race, nationality and etc. Just as we do not need to indicate if the person
involved in a car crash is a man, it is an unnecessary detail, to indicate the couple’s sexual orientation
and/or that this person is female and Filipino as it fosters both stereotypes against minorities and
xenophobia. As a result, this news was evaluated as negative.
In addition, we would like to underline the fact that all newspapers, except Yenidüzen, reflected the
news as ‘same-sex couple’ in their headlines. Nationality/ethnic origin is specified in all newspapers
which is also an element that can increase xenophobia and homophobia.
“The woman of Philippine descent, who helped a Greek and Turkish Cypriot homosexual
couple adopt a child from the Philippines, was sentenced to 6 years in prison by the Greek High
Criminal Court.”
2) The news article titled “Experts warn: Increases as it is hidden,” which was published
in Yenidüzen on October 21, 2019, was included in the negative news category because it
contains stereotypes and/or incriminates and also because the content is humiliating and/or
fosters prejudice.
When you look at the news in general, there is information about HIV. The use of the term
“homosexual” in the news has been considered as discriminatory language. The term “homosexual”
has been used for years to describe people who are attracted to the same sex as a disease in the
medical literature, and nowadays the term “LGBTI+” is used. This fosters prejudice as it defines
LGBTI+ identities as “illnesses”. On the other hand, it was written in the news that “those who have
gay relationships” are in the risk group related to HIV. If we look at the contemporary literature,
there are studies showing that HIV transmission may be easier during unprotected anal intercourse
due to the thinness of the anus . However, the emphasis on “sexual intercourse between men”
instead of emphasizing the risk of anal intercourse, both contains the assumption that all gays have
anal intercourse, ignores the possibility of heterosexual couples engaging in anal sex and ignores
the presence of trans people. Considering all this, such a discourse is considered as stereotyping.
“Specialist Doctor Vudali said that individuals in the risk group are people who have
unprotected sexual intercourse and have multiple partners, have intravenous drug addiction and
use of joint injectors, have a relationship with an HIV-positive person, ... and have homosexual
relationships.”
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NOVEMBER 2019:
In November, 46 news stories covered LGBTI+ issues. 7 of these news in online and print newspapers
were classified as positive, 36 as press releases and 3 as negative news.
While Gazedda Kıbrıs (GK) published 3 press releases among the newspapers monitored online, no
positive or negative news was found. 3 positive news, 11 press releases and 1 negative news were
published in Kıbrıs Postası (KP). While Gündem Kıbrıs (GN) published 1 negative news and 6 press
releases, there was no positive news.
While 3 positive news and 9 press releases were published by Yenidüzen (YD) among the scanned
newspapers, no negative news was found in this newspaper. On the other hand, In Kıbrıs Gazetesi
(KG), 1 positive news, 1 negative news and 7 press releases were published.
Press Releases:
When the November percentages are evaluated, it is seen that the press releases, which are 36
in total, constitute the majority of 78% and all of these press releases were evaluated as positive.
While the source of the press releases was the Civil Society Organizations, especially Queer Cyprus
Association, 30 of them were news about the press releases or activities related to Queer Cyprus,
and 6 of them were announcements of press releases and/or activities related to the relevant nongovernmental organizations.
Positive News:
A total of 7 positive news, 3 of which are sensitive and respectful to human rights, and 4 of which
include the opinions of individuals or experts on the subject. When analyzed by categories of
published news, “World” (1), “Life” (2), “News” (1), “Publication Principles” (1) and “Interview”
(2) comprised the 5 categories in total, together with “Actual”, “Human”, “Life”, and “Art” tags.
Moreover, when news sources are examined, the sources of these news were local writers as well as
world newspapers.
Negative News:
While 2 of the remaining 3 negative news were regarded as news containing stereotypes and
fostering prejudice, 1 of them was considered as news containing discriminatory language. When
analyzed by categories of news articles, “Turkey” (1) and “Health” (2) took place in total of two
categories. Also, when news sources are examined, sources of these news were Turkey newspapers
and specialist doctors of the subject.
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NOTABLE NEWS IN NOVEMBER:

1) The news article titled “I suffered a lot, experienced violence, stayed in the Women’s
Shelter but I did not give up “, published by Yenidüzen on November 15, 2019, was evaluated
as positive news because it included the opinions of individuals or experts on the subject.
As part of the 20 November - Transgender Day of
Rememberance, Queer Cyprus organized a campaign titled
“Let Me Write My Story”. One of the events of the campaign
was the performance named “Oycan’s World”. In this context,
Dila Şimşek included Oycan Nasiboğlu in her interview series
“One Human One Story”. In this interview, Nasiboğlu told Dila
Şimşek about how they met the Queer Cyprus Association,
their performance and their life.
“I wanted to both raise funds for the association and raise
awareness.”
“I suffered a lot, experienced violence, stayed in the
Women’s Shelter but did not give up”
“My only request from our people is that they don’t
discriminate”
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Table 10

DECEMBER 2019
In December, 44 news stories covered LGBTI+ topics. Of these news in online and print newspapers,
13 were classified as positive news, 29 as press releases and 2 as negative news.
While Gazedda Kıbrıs (GK) published 3 positive news and 6 press releases among the newspapers
monitored online, no negative news was encountered. While 3 positive news and 10 press releases
were published in Kıbrıs Postası (KP), there was no negative news. While Gündem Kıbrıs (GN)
published 2 positive and 6 press releases, no negative news was encountered.
Among the monitored print newspapers, Yenidüzen (YD) published 1 positive news, 1 negative news
and 4 press releases. In Kıbrıs Gazetesi (KG), 5 positive news, 1 negative news and 2 press releases
were published.
Press Releases:
When the December percentages are evaluated, it is seen that the press releases, which are 29
in total, constitute a majority with 66%. Except for a press release, all statements were evaluated
as positive. The source of the press releases was the Media Ethics Board and Non-Governmental
Organizations, especially Queer Cyprus Association, while 16 were news reports about the press
releases or activities related to Queer Cyprus, 9 were news reports about the relevant nongovernmental organizations and/or activities.
Positive News:
A total of 13 positive news, 6 of which are sensitive and respectful to human rights, and 7 of them
were considered as news containing the opinions of individuals or experts on the subject. When
analyzed by categories of published news, “World” (2), “Politics” (1), “Magazine” (1), “Cyprus” (1),
“English” (1), “Culture-Art” (1) and “Interview” (1) comprised the 5 categories in total, together
with “Actual” and “Media Room” tags. Moreover, when news sources are examined, the sources of
these news were local writers as well as world newspapers.
Negative News:
Both of the remaining 2 negative news would be considered as news containing stereotypes and
fostering prejudice. When the news categories, they were included in the “News” (2) category. Also,
when the news sources were examined, the sources of these news were doctors who were experts
in the subject.
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NOTABLE NEWS IN DECEMBER:

1) The news article titled “ Sexist and discriminatory news from Halkın Sesi”, published by
Gazedda Kıbrıs on December 3, 2019, was evaluated as positive news because it included the
opinions of individuals or experts on the subject.
Looking at the details of the news, Lawyer Aslı
Murat criticised the news published in Halkın
Sesi Newspaper. In her article, Aslı Murat drew
attention to the fact that the news contains many
violations of rights and stated that it was within
the scope of the crime.
“The news both produces hate speech and
performs an act that is within the scope of a
crime.”

“The other dimension is a public crime according to the “Law on the Protection of Private Life
and the Secret Area of Life” passed by the parliament in 2014.”
The news was chosen as notable news because it shows how LGBTI+ representation is still problematic
in local newspapers and on the other hand it shows that local experts are not silent about it.
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Table 11:

JANUARY 2020
In January, 27 news stories covered LGBTI+ issues. 15 of these news in online and print newspapers
were classified as positive news, 11 as press release and 1 as negative news.
While Gazedda Kıbrıs (GK) published 6 positive news and 1 press release from the newspapers
monitored online, no negative news was encountered. While 4 positive news and 2 press releases
were published in Kıbrıs Postası (KP), there were no negative news. While Gündem Kıbrıs (GN)
published 2 positive news and 2 press releases, no negative news was encountered.
While Yenidüzen (YD) published 1 positive news and 3 press releases among the monitored print
newspapers, no negative news was found. In Kıbrıs Gazetesi (KG), 2 positive news, 1 negative news
and 3 press releases were published.
Press Releases:
There were 11 press releases in total and all of these statements were evaluated as positive. While
the sources of the press releases was mainly Queer Cyprus Association, Civil Society Organizations
and local communities, 9 of them were news that announced press releases or activities related to
Queer Cyprus, and 2 were news that announced press releases and / or activities related to local
communities.
Positive News:
When the percentages of this month are compared, it is seen that the positive news, which is 15 in
total, constitute the majority with 55%. Of these, 10 were evaluated as news that are sensitive and
respectful to human rights, and 5 of them included the opinions of individuals or experts on the
subject. When analyzed by categories of published news, “World” (2), “Politics” (1), “Magazine” (1),
“Cyprus” (1), “English” (1), “Culture-Art” (1) and “Interview” (1) comprised the 5 categories in total,
together with “Actual” and “Media Room” tags. Moreover, when news sources are examined, the
sources of these news were local writers as well as world newspapers.
Negative News:
Both of the remaining 2 negative news would be considered as news containing stereotypes and
fostering prejudice. When the categories in which the news were included were examined, the news
were published in the “News” (2) category. Also, when the news sources were examined, sources of
these news were local doctors specializing in infectious diseases.
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NOTABLE NEWS IN JANUARY:

1) The news article titled “First Same-Sex Marriage in Greek Prison” in Kıbrıs Postası, “First
Gay Marriage in ‘Southern Cyprus’ Prison” in Gündem Kıbrıs on January 11, 2020, and the
news titled “First Gay Marriage in Prison” in Kıbrıs Gazetesi on January 12, 2020, were
among the positive news because they were sensitive and respectful to human rights.
When we look at the general theme of the news,
it is mentioned that the civil union of prisoners
were a first in the Republic of Cyprus and the
second case in Europe. It should also be stated
here that Civil Union marriage, which became
legal in the Republic of Cyprus in 2015, is different
from the right to marriage equality, although it is
mentioned as same-sex marriage in the news, the
legal procedure that takes place is civil union.

“...the newspaper pointed out that a cohabitation agreement was signed for the first time
between two male inmates who are still serving their sentences, and pointed out that this
marriage between two gay inmates is the second in Europe...”
This news was among the notable news of the month due to its coverage in many local newspapers
and because it includes a situation that shows that LGBTI+ representation can be everywhere.

2) The news article titled “Hope for a year in which everyone is naturally happy”, published
by Gazedda Kıbrıs on January 11, 2020, and written by Hakan Çoban, was evaluated as
positive news because it included the opinions of individuals or experts on the subject.
In his column, Çoban cordially conveys the
effects of heteronormativity in our culture on their
family life and our daily life. While criticizing the
heteronormative structure on the one hand, they
also express their wished for a year full of hope.
“With our struggle
With our solidarity,
With Our sympathizers,
Let’s multiply by growing, with EVERYONE!”

The news was another notable news of the month, as it included the voices and thoughts of LGBTI
+ subjects. It is considered valuable to have such columns in our local newspapers to strengthen the
LGBTI+ struggle and to increase its representation positively.
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Table 12

FEBRUARY 2020
In February, 22 news stories covered LGBTI + topics. Of these news articles in online and print
newspapers, 13 were classified as positive news, 7 as press releases and 2 as negative news.
While Gazedda Kıbrıs (GK) published 4 positive news and 1 press release from the newspapers
monitored online, no negative news was encountered. 1 positive news, 2 press releases and 1
negative news were published in Kıbrıs Postası (KP). While one negative news was published by
Gündem Kıbrıs (GN), there was no positive news or press release.
While 3 positive news and 2 press releases were published by Yenidüzen (YD) among the monitored
print newspapers, no negative news was encountered. While 5 positive news and 2 press releases
were published in Kıbrıs Gazetesi (KG), no negative news was encountered.
Press Releases:
There are 7 press releases in total and all of these statements were evaluated as positive. While the
sources of the press releases were Civil Society Organizations and Local Communities, 4 of them
were news announcing press releases or activities related to Queer Cyprus, and 3 were news that
announced press releases and/or activities of relevant non-governmental organizations and local
communities.
Positive News:
When the percentages of this month are compared, it is seen that the positive news, which is 13 in
total, constitute the majority with 59%. Of these, 9 were evaluated as news that are sensitive and
respectful to human rights, and 4 of them included the opinions of individuals or experts on the
subject. When analyzed by categories of published news, “World” (3), “Gazedda’s Agenda” (1),
“Gazedda Blog” (1), “South Cyprus” (1), “News” (1), “Special News” (1), “Life” (1), “Interview” (1),
“Address (Music)” (1), and “Greek Press” (1) comprised the 10 categories in total. The labels used in
Gazedda Kıbrıs were “Actual”, “Art”, and “Ecology”. Moreover, when news sources are examined,
the sources of these news were local writers and local and world newspapers.
Negative News:
Of the remaining 2 negative news, 1 would be considered as news that contained discriminatory
language and the other fosters prejudice. The categories for the news were “World” and
“Magazine”. Also, when news sources are examined, the sources of these reports were Turkey and
world newspapers.
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NOTABLE NEWS IN FEBRUARY:
1) The interview titled “Deniz Akkaya: ‘I have no sexual life, I sleep hugging my abdominal
muscles “ published by Gündem Kıbrıs on February 1, 2020, was included among negative
news due to its nature of news containing discriminatory language.
When we look to the general theme of news,
the published interview with Deniz Akkaya
was featured in the Hürriyet newspaper and
Deniz Akkaya’s sexual life was mentioned in this
interview. The reason why this news is considered
as containing discriminatory language is that the
journalist displayed a sexist attitude by asking
insistent questions to Deniz Akkaya. On the other
hand, he said to Akkaya, who stated that she does
not have sexuality, “So there is no problem with
your libido” and he sees the absence of sexuality
as a “problem” and he ignores the existence of
asexuality.
“* Have you not had sex for two years?”
“* So there is no problem with your libido...”
‘‘If we expand a little ... People want to see each other’s evil deeds. For example, I quit alcohol
completely, but I going out; If you drink a glass of something, they look at me and wonder if I
will fall. If you don’t drink, they say “Is she using something else?”. If there is no man next to
me, “Is she a lesbian?” they question. If they see five men, “What is she doing with the five of
them?” they ask. If you go out with me one evening you’ll know what I mean.’’
In the content of the news, LGBTI+ representation is seen as a means of stigmatizing the prominent
people in the society. This homophobic attitude is a common occurrence in our daily life, and it is
reflected in the media in this way.
Throughout the year, the news containing keywords in Gündem Kıbrıs were mostly included in
the magazine category, and the news in the newspaper often directly or indirectly tabloidized
LGBTI+ representation. The reason why this news is among the notable news of the month is that
it showcases an example for these situations.
2) The column written by Mertkan Hamit and titled “The more captive and prohibitive the
environment you are in, the more entrenched identities become”, which was published in
Yenidüzen on February 11, 2020, was another notable news of the month and it was included
under the category of positive news due to its use of sensitive and respectful to human rights
language.
Mertkan Hamit touched upon identity politics, relations between the ruling and minority groups
throughout his article and drew attention to the language used. Hamit’s article sets an example for
journalism that is sensitive and respectful to human rights, and while talking about identity politics,
he includes the queer movement and LGBTI+ representation.
“The prohibition of sexual identities for years and the fact that the Queer movement is an
effective actor in civil society is one of the reflections of this.”
Including LGBTI+ representation in such critical and intellectual columns is important for the LGBTI
+ struggle, so this article was another notable news of the month.
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Table 13:

MARCH 2020
In March, 23 news stories included LGBTI + issues. 9 of these news in online and print newspapers
were classified as positive and 14 as press releases. No negative news was encountered this month.
While Gazedda Kıbrıs (GK) published 3 positive news and 3 press releases from the newspapers
monitored online, no negative news was encountered. While 2 positive news and 6 press releases
were published in Kıbrıs Postası (KP), there was no negative news. While one positive news was
published by Gündem Kıbrıs (GN), no negative news or press release was encountered.
While 3 positive and 2 press releases were published by Yenidüzen (YD) among the monitored
newspapers, no negative news was encountered. While 3 press releases were published in Kıbrıs
Gazetesi (KG), there was no positive or negative news.
Press Releases:
When this month’s percentages are evaluated, it is seen that the press releases, which are 14 in total,
constitute the majority with 61% and all of these press releases were evaluated as positive. While
the sources of the press releases are mainly Queer Cyprus Association, Civil Society Organizations
and local communities, 9 of them are news announcing press releases or activities related to Queer
Cyprus, 5 of them were announcements of press releases and/or activities related to relevant nongovernmental organizations and local communities.
Positive News:
There are a total of 9 positive news, 8 of which are sensitive and respectful to human rights, and 1
is considered to include the opinions of individuals or experts on the subject. When we examine
the categories of news containing the searched words, “World” (1), “Gazedda’s Agenda” (1),
“Cyprus” (1), “Culture-Art” (1), “Address (Health)” (1), “Opinion/Special News” (1), “News” (1) and
“Interview” (1) comprised the 8 categories in total. The labels used in Gazedda Kıbrıs were “Aktüel”.
Moreover, when news sources are examined, the sources of these news were local writers and world
newspapers.
Negative News:
The second month without negative news after July 2019 was March 2020.
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NOTABLE NEWS IN MARCH:
1) Senior Psychologist Ziliha Uluboy’s article “On March 8” in the Address annex of Yenidüzen
on March 8, 2020 was among the positive news due to the nature of the news that includes
the opinions of individuals or experts on the subject.
In general, Uluboy examined March 8, the International Working Women’s Day, in various contexts.
She touched upon many issues, ranging from women at home to women at work, and to moralistic
mentality’s violence against women. Along with all of this, Uluboy included lesbian, bisexual and
transgender women in her article who are generally ignored.
“Especially lesbian, bisexual, and transgender women are completely ignored. The sexist
system, which sees femininity through reproduction and motherhood, never sees women who
are not heterosexual”
Unfortunately, March 8th is still referred to as the day of hetero-cis women, in which lesbian,
bisexual, trans and intersex women are ignored. For this reason, this article, which featured LGBTI+
representation on such an important day, became the most notable article of the month.
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Table 14:

APRIL 2020
In April, 23 news stories covered LGBTI+ topics. 11 of these news in online and print newspapers
were classified as positive, 11 as press releases, and 1 as negative news.
While Gazedda Kıbrıs (GK) published 3 press releases among the newspapers monitored online,
no positive or negative news was found. 7 positive, 4 press releases and 1 negative news were
published in Kıbrıs Postası (KP). While two positive news was published by Gündem Kıbrıs (GN), no
negative news or press release was encountered.
While two press releases were published by Yenidüzen (YD) among the monitored print newspapers,
there was no positive or negative news. In Kıbrıs Gazetesi (KG), while 2 positive news and 2 press
releases were published, there was no negative news.
Press Releases:
There were 11 press releases in total and all of these statements were evaluated positively. While the
source of all press releases was Queer Cyprus Association, all of them were announcements of press
releases or activities related to Queer Cyprus.
Positive News:
Of the 11 positive news in total, 7 were considered to be sensitive and respectful to human rights,
and 4 were considered to include the opinions of individuals or experts on the subject. When we
examine the categories of news containing the search words, “Internal News” (2), “Health” (1),
“Turkey” (4), “Cyprus” (2), “Speaker’s Corner” (1), and “News” (1) comprised the 6 categories in
total. Moreover, when news sources are examined, the sources of these news were local writers,
experts, and Turkey newspapers.
Negative News:
The remaining 1 negative news is considered as news containing discriminatory language. The
category for the news was “Internal News”. Also, when the source of the news was examined, the
source of this news was a person who had a coronavirus test.
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NOTABLE NEWS IN APRIL:
1) The column written by Psychologist Ayla Kahraman and titled “Sexual Identity Confusion”,
which was published in Kıbrıs on April 5, 2020, was evaluated as positive news because it
included the opinions of individuals or experts on the subject.
In this column, a young person with a gender identity confusion tells Ayla Kahraman about their
identity confusion, explains that this situation has troubled them and asks for help. Ayla Kahraman
wrote that it is normal and natural to experience this situation and that they should not feel bad. In
addition, she stated that there are psychologists who can help them discover themselves and that
they can seek support from them.
“You need to know what’s going on with you and continue your journey with acceptance.”
Considering the questions received by Ayla Kahraman throughout the year, this question was the
only one pointing to LGBTI+ representation. Although this shows us that we still have a long way
to go further as a society, this news was among the notable news of the month due to the fact that
there is LGBTI+ representation in this column and the answer given by the expert.

2) The column written by Serhat İncirli and titled “The first trouble we have to overcome is to
stop this epidemic”, which was published in Gündem Kıbrıs on April 6, 2020, was evaluated
as a positive news because it was sensitive and respectful to human rights.
While criticizing the social media posts made during the Covid-19 outbreak, İncirli invited people to
be more constructive. Towards the end of the article, İncirli also emphasized the love and respect of
individuals without discrimination, and included the diversity of sexual orientation in this discourse.
“If it relaxes you, let’s pray, listen to music, read a lot, write, take care of your personal hygiene
as much as possible, love and respect everyone; not to be offended by anyone. not execute
anyone without trial; let’s consider not discriminating anyone on the grounds of their colour,
religion, language, race or sexual orientation…”
The source of the news was a local journalist and although the subject is not specific to LGBTI+, it
was among the notable news in terms of including LGBTI+ representation in the column.
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Table 15:

MAY 2020
There was an increase in the news covering LGBTI+ issues in May, due to the International Day Against
Homophobia, Transphobia and Biphobia, and the events organized by 17th May Organization
Committee during this month. In addition, corona virus and it’s impact on LGBTI+ people were
also covered. This month, 53 articles covered LGBTI+ topics. 44 of these news in online and printed
newspapers were classified as positive news and 9 as press releases.
While Gazedda Kıbrıs (GK) published 21 positive news and 3 press releases among the newspapers
monitored online, no negative news was encountered. While 15 positive news and 3 press releases
were published in Kıbrıs Postası (KP), there were no negative news. While one positive news was
published by Gündem Kıbrıs (GN), no negative news or press release was encountered.
While 3 positive news and 3 press releases were published by Yenidüzen (YD) among the monitored
newspapers, no negative news was found. In Kıbrıs , while 4 positive news were published, there was
no press release or negative news.
Press Releases:
There are 9 press releases in total and all of these statements were evaluated as positive. While
the source of the press releases was the local community, especially Queer Cyprus Association,
7 of them announcements of press releases or activities related to Queer Cyprus, and 1 was an
announcement of a press releases and/or activities related to the local community.
Positive News:
When the percentages for this month are compared, it is seen that the positive news, which are 45
in total, constitute the majority with 83%. Of these, 13 were evaluated as news that are sensitive and
respectful to human rights, and 32 of them are news that include the opinions of individuals or experts
on the subject. When we examine the categories of news containing the search words, “World”
(13), “Coronavirus” (1), “Gazedda Blog” (10), “Gazedda’s Agenda” (8), “Politics” (1), “Interview” (3),
“Cyprus” (1), “England” (1), “Society” (1), “Science and Technology” (1), “Internal News” (2), “Life”
(1), “Turkey” (1), and “Opinion/Special News” (1) comprised the 14 categories in total. The labels
used in Gazedda Kıbrıs were “Aktüel”. Moreover, when news sources are examined, the sources of
these news were local writers, experts subjects, Turkey and world newspapers.
Negative News:
After March, May took its place among the months without negative news.
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NOTABLE NEWS IN MAY:
1) The news titled “Gays and bisexuals are not allowed to be plasma donors in the UK”,
published by Kıbrıs Postası on May 4, 2020, was evaluated as positive news because it
included the opinions of individuals or experts on the subject.
In the news under the coronavirus theme, it is mentioned that men who are openly gay or bisexual
in England are not allowed to donate plasma in the plasma treatment tried for Covid-19. In the
news, it is mentioned that the discrimination which takes place during blood donations is also
applied in the donation of plasma. While the news was about the negative representation of gay
and bisexual people, the opinions and thoughts of the human rights defenders of LGBTI + against
this situation were also included.
“Laura Russell, policy director of Stonewall, an organization fighting for LGBT rights in the
UK, said “it is sad that gay and bisexual men cannot participate in the fight against the
Coronavirus.” “This decision should be made based on individual risk assessment, not sexual
orientation,” said Laura Russell.”
The homophobic attitude in the healthcare sector which was experienced throughout the year,
this time showed itself in the case of coronavirus. This news article allows the observation of the
systematic prejudice experienced in the healthcare sector.
2)Another highlight of this month was the LGBTI + themed news series in Gazedda Kıbrıs.
While a total of 20 articles were published, some of these articles were written by subjects,
some by experts, some by institutions, and included varied topics from asexuality to QueerVegan intersection. We would like to thank Gazedda Kıbrıs and also all authors and institutions
for this colourful week and for setting an example of the type of journalism we envision.
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